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Abstract

Asymmetric lightness matching was employed to measure how the visual system assigns lightness to surface patches seen through

partially-transmissive surfaces. Observers adjusted the luminance of a comparison patch seen through transparency, in order to

match the lightness of a standard patch seen in plain view. Plots of matched-to-standard luminance were linear, and their slopes were

consistent with Metelli’s a. A control experiment confirmed that these matches were indeed transparency based. Consistent with

recent results, however, when observers directly matched the transmittance of transparent surfaces, their matches deviated strongly

and systematically from Metelli’s a. Although the two sets of results appear to be contradictory, formal analysis reveals a deeper
mutual consistency in the representation of the two layers. A ratio-of-contrasts model is shown to explain both the success of

Metelli’s model in predicting lightness through transparency, and its failure to predict perceived transmittance––and hence is seen to

play the primary role in perceptual transparency.

� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Opacity
1 ‘Discount’ is put in quotes to emphasize the fact that discounting
1. Introduction

The intensity of light reaching the eyes from a given
surface depends not only on its own intrinsic reflectance,

but also on the visual context that it is placed in. A black

surface in bright illumination and a white surface in dim

illumination, for instance, can project identical lumi-

nance values onto the retinas. Nevertheless, they are

usually perceived to be intrinsically dark and light sur-

faces, respectively. Although this ability, lightness con-

stancy, has most often been studied in the context of
surfaces viewed under different illumination conditions

(Gilchrist, 1979; Gilchrist et al., 1999; Kraft, Maloney,

& Brainard, 2002; Land & McCann, 1971; Maloney &

Yang, 2003; Rutherford & Brainard, 2002; Schirillo &

Shevell, 1997, 2002), a similar problem arises in cases

where a surface is viewed through a partially-transmis-

sive layer, such as a transparent filter, veil, or mesh

screen, or––in the natural environment––haze, fog,
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murky water, or dense foliage. In order to compute the

lightness of a surface seen through a partially-trans-

missive layer, the visual system must analyze image
luminance into the separate contributions of the par-

tially-transmissive layer and the underlying surface seen

through it. The image decomposition implicit in such

analysis is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1: the varia-

tion along the single dimension of luminance (i.e., the

luminance profile in 1a) is decomposed into a repre-

sentation of two ‘layers’ with distinct surface qualities.

Indeed, it has been proposed that many lightness illu-
sions can best be understood in terms of such layered

surface representations (Anderson, 1997; Somers &

Adelson, 1997).

It has long been known that, at least in sufficiently

rich contexts, the visual system is able to ‘discount’ 1 the
does not mean discarding (see, e.g., Gilchrist & Jacobsen, 1983). This

point is especially important in the context of perceptual transparency,

because the visual system clearly has explicit representations both of

the underlying surface, and of the transparent layer itself.

mail to: manish@ruccs.rutgers.edu


Fig. 1. The decomposition of image luminance into two separate

layers in perceptual transparency. (a) The luminance profile of a simple

grayscale image. (b) The layered surface representation generated by

the visual system: a gray partially-transmissive surface and a bipartite

opaque surface seen through it.

2 This issue is analogous to the illuminant-estimation hypothesis in

color perception (Maloney & Yang, 2003; Yang & Maloney, 2001)

according to which there is a mutual consistency in the visual system’s

representation of the illuminant and surface color (but see Rutherford

& Brainard, 2002).
3 Metelli used ‘‘color’’ to refer to ‘‘achromatic color,’’ or the

reflectance of an achromatic lambertian surface.
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presence of veiling luminance––the introduction of a

fixed luminance increment to a scene, for example, due

to light reflected in a glass pane through which the scene

is viewed (Gilchrist & Jacobsen, 1983). The current pa-

per investigates lightness constancy in the more general

context of partially-transmissive layers. The context of
transparency is more general because of two (not alto-

gether independent) reasons: (1) In addition to the

purely additive component in veiling luminance, in

transparency there is also an attenuating multiplicative

component––which arises due to the partial transmit-

tance of the transparent layer; and (2) whereas veiling

luminance can, by definition, only increase the projected

luminance, the presence of a transparent layer can either
increase or decrease it––depending on whether the

transparent layer is lighter or darker than the underlying

surface. The current paper investigates how the visual

system quantitatively assigns lightness to surface patches

seen through transparency, using simulated transparent

layers that either darken, lighten, or preserve overall

mean luminance. Furthermore, it compares matches

made on transparent layers with those made on the
underlying surfaces seen through them. This direct

comparison provides a more powerful means of inves-

tigating the visual system’s internal representation of

multiple layers in transparency. In particular, it allows

one to test whether there is a quantitative consistency in
the visual system’s representation of the transparent

layer and the underlying opaque surface. 2

Two recent studies, suggesting opposing conclusions,

are of direct relevance to the reported experiments.

First, in the chromatic domain, results by D’Zmura,

Rinner, and Gegenfurtner (2000) indicate that the

functional form of Metelli’s equations (see Section 2)––

appropriately extended to color space––adequately
captures the colors of surface patches seen through color

filters (although observers underestimate the extent of

color convergence produced by a color filter by a factor

of almost two). However, in the context of achromatic

transparency, Singh and Anderson (2002a) have re-

cently demonstrated that the perceptual assignment of

transmittance (sometimes referred to as degree of trans-

parency) to transparent layers deviates strongly and
systematically from the prediction of Metelli’s model,

thus arguing against its perceptual validity.

In the current paper, I investigate lightness constancy

through achromatic transparency. In particular, I mea-

sure the extent to which Metelli’s equations capture the

lightness of surface patches seen through achromatic

transparent layers. Moreover, I directly compare––and

quantitatively reconcile––the results of matching the
lightness of surface patches seen through transparent

layers, with transmittance matches made on the trans-

parent layers themselves. This comparison and recon-

ciliation yield a more complete understanding of the

visual computation and representation of multiple layers

in transparency.
2. Metelli’s model of transparency

Metelli (Metelli, 1970, 1974a, 1974b, 1985; Metelli,

Da Pos, & Cavedon, 1985) proposed a model of trans-

parency based on a physical setup involving an episco-

tister––a rotating disk with an open sector (or wedge) of

relative area a (see Fig. 2a). When the rotation of the
episcotister is sufficiently rapid, it is perceived as a

homogeneous partially-transmissive layer (see Fig. 2b).
If the surface of the episcotister has reflectance t, and an
underlying surface region has reflectance a, the resulting
‘color mixing’ is described by

p ¼ aaþ ð1� aÞt: ð1Þ

In other words, Metelli modeled transparency in terms

of Talbot’s equation of color mixing: the ‘colors’ 3 of the



Fig. 2. Metelli’s episcotister model of transparency. (a) A disk with an open sector (episcotister) is rotated in front of a bipartite background. (b)

When the rotation is sufficiently rapid, it generates the percept of a homogeneous partially-transmissive surface. The resulting ‘color mixing’ can be

described using Talbot’s law (see Eqs. (1) and (2)).
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transparent surface and an underlying opaque surface

are mixed––their mixing proportions determined by the

transmittance of the transparent layer (i.e., the propor-

tion of light it lets through). Given only a and p in an
image, it is clearly impossible to determine a and t un-
iquely. However, if there is one other surface region,

with distinct reflectance b, which is also partly visible

through the same episcotister, then one obtains an
additional equation:

q ¼ abþ ð1� aÞt: ð2Þ

Eqs. (1) and (2) now yield the following solutions:

a ¼ p � q
a� b

; ð3Þ

t ¼ aq� bp
aþ q� b� p

: ð4Þ

Metelli argued that these equations describe both

image generation and perception. According to this

model, then, solutions (3) and (4) predict how observers

will perceive the transmittance and lightness of a

transparent layer. 4 It is noteworthy that the term a
plays two distinct roles in Metelli’s model: (i) a is the
slope of the mapping from ‘colors’ in plain view (i.e., a
and b) to those seen through transparency (i.e., p and q),
and (ii) a is the perceived transmittance of the trans-

parent layer. This dual role of a will assume importance
for us later.

Although Metelli wrote his equations in terms of

reflectance values, Gerbino, Stultiens, Troost, and de

Weert (1990) have shown that the same equations also
4 Although I do not delve into this issue in the current paper, it

should be noted that Metelli’s solutions for a and t also yield certain
qualitative constraints for transparency (e.g., Metelli, 1974b). Such

photometric constraints, plus geometric constraints involving junc-

tions and contour continuity, have been developed in recent work to

predict the perceptual decomposition of image luminance into a

transparent and an underlying surface (Adelson & Anandan, 1990;

Anderson, 1997, 2003; Beck, Prazdny, & Ivry, 1984; D’Zmura,

Colantoni, Knoblauch, & Laget, 1997; Singh & Anderson, 2002a,

Singh & Hoffman, 1998; Singh & Huang, 2003).
follow in the luminance domain, under the assumption

of uniform illumination. The luminance version of the

equations is more natural for perceptual theory, because

the visual system is given luminance values, not reflec-

tance values, as input. In what follows, the luminance

version of Metelli’s equations will be assumed––i.e., a, b,
p, and q will be treated as luminance values. Moreover,
although the equations were derived from a physical
setup involving an episcotister, the same equations also

follow if a veil, mesh, or dense foliage is used instead of

an episcotister. In these cases, the partially-transmissive

layer is naturally modeled as a surface containing a large

number of holes that are too small to be resolved indi-

vidually (Richards & Stevens, 1979)––and the ‘color

mixing’ takes place spatially rather than temporally.

Finally, despite their simplicity, Metelli’s equations also
provide a reasonable approximation to more complex

cases involving physical filters and paint layers (Beck

et al., 1984; Faul & Ekroll, 2002; Gerbino, 1994; Kub-

elka & Munk, 1931; Nakauchi, Silfsten, Parkkinen, &

Ussui, 1999), as well as fog (Hagedorn & D’Zmura,

2000; Mahadev & Henry, 1999). 5

D’Zmura et al. (1997) have extended Metelli’s equa-

tions to the chromatic domain:

p1
p2
p3

0
@

1
A ¼ a

a1
a2
a3

0
@

1
Aþ ð1� aÞ

t1
t2
t3

0
@

1
A: ð5Þ

It is easily seen from this equation that the presence of

an overlying transparent layer leads to a consistent

convergence in color space: if~a,~b,~c, ~d are the colors of
underlying surface patches seen in plain view, and~p,~q,~r,
~s are the colors of same patches seen through a homo-
geneous transparent layer, then the vectors~p �~a,~q�~b,
~r �~c, and ~s�~d converge toward a common point in
5 The filter model converges to the episcotister model as the level of

illumination gets increasingly higher (Gerbino, 1994), and the fog

model approximates the Metelli model under the assumption that the

fog extinction coefficient is independent of wavelength (Hagedorn &

D’Zmura, 2000)––a reasonable assumption for naturally occurring

clouds and fog (McClatchey, Fenn, Selby, Volz, & Garing, 1978).
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration D’Zmura et al.’s (1997) convergence

model of chromatic transparency. The presence of an overlying color

filter leads to a consistent convergence (or, in the limit, a translation) in

color space. The visual system can make use of such consistent con-

vergence in the image to detect the presence of an overlying color filter.

Fig. 4. The photometric transformation introduced by the presence of

an intervening transparent layer. According to Metelli’s model, this

transformation is given by a linear map p ¼ aaþ f , with 06 a6 1 and
f P 0. The compressive slope a results from the light-attenuating

properties of the transparent layer, and the additive term f from its

reflectance.
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color space (see Fig. 3). The color~t of the filter deter-
mines the common point toward which convergence

occurs, and its transmittance a determines the extent of
convergence toward this point. (The extent of conver-

gence is inversely related to transmittance: zero con-

vergence corresponds to the absence of any interposed

layer, a ¼ 1, whereas complete convergence corresponds

to the case of an opaque occluder, a ¼ 0. Indeed, the
extent of convergence is given simply by 1� a.)
The product ð1� aÞt in Metelli’s equations is often

collapsed into a single additive term f (Adelson, 2000;

Adelson & Anandan, 1990; D’Zmura et al., 2000; Ger-

bino et al., 1990):
px;y ¼ aax;y þ f : ð6Þ
Here, the subscripts (x; y) index image position. 6 This
form makes it explicit that the mapping from lumi-

nances ax;y projected directly from surfaces in plain view

to luminances px;y projected from the same surfaces

through a transparent layer, is a linear function with

slope a (see Fig. 4). Adelson (2000) similarly uses a

linear mapping (the ‘‘atmospheric transfer function’’ or
ATF) to capture the physical effects of not only trans-

parency, but other transformations as well––such as

those due to shadows, spotlights, and even contrast-

enhancing transformations. 7 The constraints 06 a6 1
and f P 0 ensure that one is in the domain of trans-
6 More generally, a and t can also be functions of image position
(x; y), thus allowing the transparent layer to be inhomogeneous in

transmittance and/or reflectance (see, e.g., Singh & Anderson, 2002a).

For simplicity, I assume balanced, or homogeneous, transparency in

the current discussion.
7 Adelson’s ATF is a mapping from reflectance values to luminance

values projected through an atmosphere. Therefore, it is more

appropriate to say that Eq. (6) describes the mapping from luminances

under a ‘‘default atmosphere’’ (i.e., in plain view) to luminances

through a transparent layer.
parency. In the context of Metelli’s setup (where the

background surface projects only two distinct luminance

values a and b), the additive term f is given by
f ¼ aq� bp
a� b

: ð7Þ
3. Lightness constancy through transparency

Since our goal is to investigate how the visual system

quantitatively assigns lightness to surface patches seen

through transparency––and whether this perceptual

assignment is consistent with Metelli’s equations––a

natural way to pose our question is: to what extent does

the linear form of Eq. (6) capture the lightness of surface

patches seen through a transparent layer? To address

this question, Experiment 1 uses stereoscopic transpar-
ency displays with textured backgrounds, such as the

one shown in Fig. 5. In this stereoscopic display, a

transparent surface is perceived to be floating in front of

the left half of a textured background. In addition, the

display contains two circular patches, located in between

the depth planes of the textured background and the

transparent layer (see the schematic of the depth layer-

ing in Fig. 6). One of these patches (the one on the right
in Figs. 5 and 6) is seen as being in plain view, whereas

the other is seen through the transparent layer. In the

experiment, the patch in plain view acts as the standard,

and its luminance is set to different values from trial to

trial. Observers then adjust the luminance of the other

comparison patch––seen through the transparent layer––

in order to match the lightness of the standard patch.

The matches thus obtained allow us to address two basic
issues concerning the mapping from standard luminance

values in plain view to adjusted luminance values

through transparency:



Fig. 6. A schematic of the depth stratification of surfaces seen in the

stereoscopic stimuli used in Experiment 1.

8 It should be noted that the textured backgrounds used in the

current study have symmetric luminance distributions.

Fig. 5. The stereoscopic stimulus configuration used in Experiment 1. (Cross fusers should fuse the two right images, parallel fusers the two left

images.) Observers adjusted the luminance of the comparison patch seen through a transparent layer in order to match the lightness of a standard

patch seen in plain view.
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(a) First, is this mapping linear, as predicted by Eq. (6)?
(b) Second, assuming linearity, is the pattern of slopes

consistent with Metelli’s solution for a (i.e., Eq. (3))?

As mentioned earlier, recent experiments by Singh

and Anderson (2002a) demonstrated that the perceived

transmittance of a transparent layer deviates systemat-

ically from Metelli’s solution for a. In particular,

whereas Metelli’s a predicts that perceived transmittance
should be independent of the mean luminance in the

region of transparency (depending only on its luminance

range) their results demonstrated that perceived trans-

mittance decreases linearly with increasing mean lumi-

nance. Thus perceived transmittance scales with the

contrast in the region of transparency (rather than its

luminance range). This conclusion was also reached by a

study by Robillotto, Khang, and Zaidi (2002). (A point
of difference between the two studies, however, is that

whereas for Singh and Anderson’s (2002a) displays,

perceived contrast was well captured by Michelson

contrast, for the more complex and variegated texture

displays used by Robillotto et al. (2002), neither

Michelson contrast nor any other standard measure of

contrast was found to capture perceived contrast.) Thus,
perceived transmittance is consistent not with Metelli’s

a, but rather with

ac ¼
pcontrast
acontrast

; ð8Þ

where pcontrast is the contrast of the region of transpar-
ency and acontrast is the contrast in the region seen in

plain view.

As we noted earlier, the term a plays two distinct
roles in Metelli’s model: (i) a is the slope of the map-
ping from luminances in plain view to luminances

through transparency; and (ii) a is the transmittance

of the transparent layer. If it is indeed true, perceptu-

ally speaking, that the slope of the mapping from

luminances in plain view to luminances through trans-

parency is quantitatively equal to the perceived trans-

mittance of the transparent layer then, based on Singh
and Anderson’s transmittance-matching results, an

alternative prediction would be that the slopes of the

standard-to-matched luminance values are given by ac
rather than by a.
The simplest way to distinguish between slopes based

on a and those based on ac is to use a set of displays in
which the region of transparency is defined by a com-

mon value of luminance range (i.e., amplitude prange ¼
pmax � pmin), but different values of mean luminance

(pmean ¼ pmaxþpmin
2

); 8 see Fig. 7. In particular, the mean

luminances can be chosen so that the simulated trans-

parent layer either darkens, lightens, or preserves the

mean luminance of the underlying surface. Given such a

set of displays, slopes based on a are predicted to be

constant across the three displays, whereas slopes based

on ac are predicted to decrease monotonically with
increasing pmean. Therefore, in order to test the validity
of Eq. (6) (which has slope a), it is important not only to
compare the specific values of the observed slopes with



Fig. 7. The three simulated transparent layers used in Experiment 1. One decreased the mean luminance in the region of transparency (left), one

preserved mean luminance (middle), and one increased mean luminance (right). In each case, however, the luminance range in the region of

transparency was the same. These were presented stereoscopically, as in Fig. 5. The background contained either a random-dot texture with hor-

izontally elongated elements (as shown here), or sinusoidal gratings (as shown in Fig. 5).
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the slopes predicted by Metelli’s equations, but also to

test for this higher-order regularity in the pattern of

slopes.

3.1. Experiment 1

3.1.1. Methods

Observers. Three observers, with normal or corrected-

to-normal visual acuity, participated in the experiment.

Two of the observers were naive to the purposes of the

experiment; the third (O3) was the author.

Stimuli and apparatus. Each stimulus display con-

sisted of a 6.3� · 7.9� rectangular frame containing one
of two texture patterns. The elements of the texture were
given a far disparity of 12 min of arc relative to the

rectangular frame, and half-occlusions were introduced

at the left and right edges of the frame: texture elements

adjacent to the left edge were present only in the right

eye’s image, and texture elements adjacent to the right

edge were present only in the left eye’s image (‘‘Da Vinci

stereopsis,’’ see Nakayama & Shimojo, 1990). This

generated the percept of a frontoparallel textured sur-
face, viewed through a rectangular window.

The textured region was divided laterally by a vertical

contrast border, so the left and right halves of the dis-

play could be given different values of mean luminance

and luminance range. This vertical contrast border was

given a near disparity of 7.25 min of arc relative to the

texture elements. This generated the percept of an

overlying transparent surface––on the side with lower
contrast––which appeared to be floating at the depth of

the contrast border. The high-contrast side of the dis-

play (which was seen to be in plain view) had a constant

mean of 18.7 cd/m2 and luminance range of 28.7 cd/m2

(Michelson contrast¼ 0.768). The lower-contrast side

(which was perceived to contain transparency) had a

fixed value of luminance range of 14.3 cd/m2, but could

take one of three values of mean luminance: 12.9, 18.7,
or 24.4 cd/m2. (These corresponded to Michelson con-

trasts of 0.554, 0.384, and 0.294, respectively.) The ratio

of luminance ranges for these three simulated trans-
parent layers yielded a constant value of a (¼ 0.5);
whereas the ratio of Michelson contrasts yielded three

distinct values of ac (namely, 0.72, 0.5, and 0.38,

respectively).

The high- and low-contrast half of the display each

contained a circular patch of homogeneous luminance.

The two circular patches were given a near disparity of

4.9 min of arc relative to the background texture, and
were thus perceived to be floating between the depth

plane of the background texture and that of the trans-

parent layer (see the schematic in Fig. 6). As mentioned

above, the patch against the high-contrast background

was assigned to be the standard. Its luminance was

randomly set to one of six possible values: 2.2, 8.8, 15.4,

22.1, 28.7, and 35.3 cd/m2 (three darker than the mean

luminance of the background surface, and three lighter).
The luminance of the comparison patch––seen through

transparency––was to be adjusted by the observer. The

transparent layer (and hence the comparison patch) was

equally likely to appear on the left or the right half of

the display. On any given trial, the assignment of stan-

dard and comparison was immediately apparent to the

observers, as the comparison patch was always the one

behind the transparent layer and, moreover, only the
luminance of the comparison was under their control.

Two background texture patterns were used: sinu-

soidal gratings and a binary random-dot texture. The

motivation behind using two different textured back-

grounds was to ensure the robustness of the results––in

particular, that the lightness matches are determined by

the perceived surface properties of the transparent lay-

ers, and not by specific attributes of the luminance dis-
tributions (e.g., the continuous range of luminance

values within the gratings versus the two discrete values

in the random-dot texture). The sinusoidal gratings had

a period of 1.01� of visual angle, and were oriented at
+45�. Their phase was randomly set on every trial. The
random-dot texture had rectangular elements, elongated

in the horizontal direction (0.85� · 0.25�). A new sample

of the random-dot texture was generated for each trial.
The presence of the vertical contrast border generated
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X-junctions in each half image of the stereoscopic dis-

play, thereby reinforcing the percept of transparency.

The stimuli were presented on a linearized high-res-

olution 22
00
(Lacie Blue) monitor. The monitor was

calibrated so that screen luminance values (ranging from

0 to 44 cd/m2) were linearly related to the 8-bit look-up

table values. The stimuli were viewed through a mirror

stereoscope, from an optical distance of 106 cm.
Procedure. Each observer performed adjustments in

six separate sessions––one session for each of the three

simulated transparent layers and the two background

textures. On each trial, the luminance of the standard

patch was randomly set to one of the six pre-determined

values. Observers adjusted the luminance of the com-

parison patch in order to match the lightness of the

standard. The task thus required observers to estimate
what the comparison patch––seen through a transparent

layer––would look like in plain view. Within each ses-

sion, observers performed five experimental adjustments

for each of the six preset values of standard luminance.

These were preceded by six practice adjustments, one for

each value of standard luminance.
A
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Fig. 8. The lightness-matching results of Experiment 1. The three

curves correspond to matches made through the three different trans-

parent layers in order to match the lightness of the same set of stan-

dard patches. The bottom curve corresponds to matches through the

‘darkening’ transparent layer, the top curve corresponds to matches

through the ‘lightening’ transparent layer, and the middle curve to the

one that preserves mean luminance. The data curves are linear and

have essentially identical slopes––consistent with Metelli’s a.

9 In the case of the middle curve, where the region of transparency

has the same mean luminance as the high-contrast region, a and ac
make the same prediction for the slope. Thus, the fitted slope in this

case provides a baseline for each observer, against which the slopes of

the other two data curves may be compared.
3.1.2. Results

The data for the three observers are plotted in Fig. 8.

No systematic differences were obtained across the two

background textures, and the data are shown averaged

over the two. Each data point thus corresponds to the
mean of 10 adjustments by an observer. The three dif-

ferent curves correspond to matches made through the

three different transparent layers, in order to match the

lightness of the same set of standards. The middle curve

corresponds to the display in which the region of

transparency has the same mean luminance as the high-

contrast background. The highest curve corresponds to

the display in which the region of transparency has
greater mean luminance (corresponding to a ‘lightening’

transparent layer), and the lowest curve corresponds to

the display in which the region of transparency has

lower mean luminance (corresponding to a ‘darkening’

transparent layer).

Two aspects of the data are prominent. First, the

mapping from standard luminance values to the mat-

ched comparison values is linear (mean R2-value of
linear fits¼ 0.955; see Table 1). Thus, a linear form (i.e.,

Eq. (6)) predicts the perceived transformation in light-

ness produced by the presence of an overlying trans-

parent layer. In particular, the linear slopes of these

curves capture the way in which the presence of a

transparent layer compresses the range of underlying

luminance values, due to its partial transmittance.

Second, within each observer’s data, the slopes of the
three curves are close to identical––with the pairwise

differences to the baseline slope (i.e., the one obtained

with same-luminance transparency display) not being
statistically significant. 9 The conclusion of essentially-

identical slopes is also supported by the fact that a

bivariate regression model that incorporated the 3

transparent layers as levels of a second variable yielded

excellent fits (R2-values of 0.953, 0.956, and 0.982 for

observers O1, O2, and O3, respectively). Moreover, the

small differences in slopes that do exist are in the



Table 1

Slopes and R2 values for the linear fits to the lightness-through-transparency matches in Experiment 1

Observer

Predictions O1 O2 O3

a ac â R2 â R2 â R2

0.5 0.72 0.484 0.937 0.579 0.960 0.581 0.972

0.5 0.5 0.523 0.931 0.591 0.965 0.606 0.984

0.5 0.38 0.555 0.939 0.639 0.925 0.642 0.982

Slope predictions based on a and ac are shown on the left. The slopes of the matches through the three transparent layers are close-to-identical, and
the pairwise differences to the baseline condition (middle row) are not statistically significant. (Moreover, the small differences that do exist are in the

opposite direction from those predicted by ac.) Thus the pattern of slopes is well captured by Metelli’s a, but not by ac.
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opposite direction relative to the contrast-based pre-
diction. As discussed above, slopes based on contrast

(i.e., ac) should exhibit a systematic decrease with

increasing mean luminance in the region of transpar-

ency (i.e., the bottom-most curve should have the

greatest slope, with the slope becoming successively

shallower for the middle and top-most curves). Clearly,

this prediction is not borne out in the data. Thus, the

pattern of slopes is well captured by Metelli’s a, but
not by the contrast-based ac (recall that Metelli’s a is

insensitive to the mean luminance in the region of

transparency). Although there is some variability across

observers in the specific values of the fitted slopes––

with observers O2 and O3 overestimating it slightly

(mean slopes 0.60 and 0.61, respectively), the important

point is that the higher-order pattern of slopes is con-

sistent with a (recall footnote 9).
These data also allow us to be more precise about the

extent of lightness constancy through achromatic

transparency. In the domain of color transparency,

D’Zmura et al. (2000) reported that their observers

underestimated the degree of convergence in color space

due to the presence of an overlying color filter by almost

50%. (Recall that the degree of convergence is given by

1� a: zero convergence corresponds to the absence of
an overlying transparent layer, i.e., a ¼ 1, and full

convergence to the case of an opaque occluder, i.e.,

a ¼ 0; see Fig. 3.) The extent of lightness constancy in

the current experiment is considerably better: one of the

observers (O1) captures the degree of convergence al-

most perfectly, with only a slight underestimation of 4%

(1�â
1�a ¼ 0:96), whereas the other two observers underes-
timate it by about 20% (1�â

1�a ¼ 0:78 and 0.8, respectively).
One must be cautious, however, in attributing this dif-

ference in the extent of constancy solely to the difference

in chromaticity in the two studies. D’Zmura et al.’s

study used motion to reinforce the percept of an over-

lying transparent layer, whereas the current study used

binocular disparity. It is thus also possible that binoc-

ular disparity is more effective in decomposing image

luminance into two distinct layers than relative motion;
and this factor too may be in part responsible for the

improved constancy.
3.2. Experiment 2: Control for non-transparency-based

factors

Can the pattern of lightness matches in Experiment 1

be explained by lightness factors that do not invoke the

notion of transparency (i.e., that do not depend on a

layered decomposition of image luminance into a

background surface and an overlying transparent sur-

face)? Two natural examples of such factors are simul-
taneous contrast and anchoring. For example, the

results may be attributable to the fact that the surrounds

of the standard and comparison patch have different

mean luminances in two of the three transparency dis-

plays used. Similarly, if one considers the luminance

distributions in the respective surrounds of the two

patches, the highest luminances (i.e., amax and pmax) of
these two distributions are different. Thus, if the visual
system anchors the highest luminances within each of

these local ‘‘frameworks’’ to white (Gilchrist et al.,

1999)––or uses separate ‘‘adaptive windows’’ in the two

halves to perform the anchoring (Adelson, 2000)––this

too might account for the pattern of matches.

In order to control for these lightness factors, the

second experiment uses modified displays that have the

same luminance distributions as those used in Experi-
ment 1, but that suppress the percept of transparency. In

particular, (a) the low-contrast and high-contrast half of

each display are separated laterally, and (b) all dispari-

ties are set to zero (see Fig. 9). In these modified dis-

plays, then, the two circular patches are seen simply as

lying against two different textured backgrounds, with

no overlying transparent layer. The image factors

influencing simultaneous contrast and local anchoring,
on the other hand, are preserved. In particular, the mean

luminance within the surround of each patch is pre-

served, and so is the highest luminance.

3.2.1. Methods

Observers. The same three observers participated as

in Experiment 1.
Stimuli and apparatus. The stimuli were similar to

Experiment 1, differing from them in only two ways.

First, the high-contrast and low-contrast halves of each
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Fig. 10. The results of Experiment 2. The three curves correspond to

lightness matches made when the background of the comparison dis-

play was darker, lighter, or had the same mean luminance as the

background of the standard patch. Note that the data curves are now

much closer to the identity function y ¼ x than in Experiment 1

(compare with Fig. 7), indicating that those results cannot simply be

attributed to simultaneous contrast or anchoring within local frame-

works.

Fig. 9. The stimulus configuration used in the control experiment

(Experiment 2). A lateral separation was introduced between the high-

and low-contrast halves of the display, and all disparities were set to

zero. Both of these manipulations were designed to suppress the per-

cept of transparency, while preserving the distribution of luminance

values around the standard and comparison patches.
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display were laterally separated by 1.2 degrees of visual

angle (see Fig. 9). Second, all disparities were set to zero.

Both of these manipulations were designed to suppress

the percept of an overlying transparent layer.

The same texture patterns, and the same set of values

of mean luminance and luminance range were used
within the two textured halves, as in Experiment 1. The

high-contrast half had a fixed mean luminance of 18.7

cd/m2 and luminance range of 28.7 cd/m2 throughout.

And the three versions of the lower-contrast half had the

same luminance range of 14.3 cd/m2, but different values

of mean luminance, 12.9, 18.7, and 24.4 cd/m2. More-

over, the same six values of luminance were used for the

standard patch. As before, the lower-contrast half––and
hence the comparison patch––was equally likely to ap-

pear on the left or right side of the display.

The apparatus was identical to Experiment 1. In

order to maintain the same viewing conditions as

Experiment 1, the stimuli were viewed through the

mirror stereoscope even though they contained no bin-

ocular disparity.

Procedure. Each observer performed adjustments in
three sessions––one session for each of the three values

of mean luminance within the lower-contrast half. On

each trial, the luminance of the standard patch was

randomly set to one of the six pre-determined values. As

in Experiment 1, observers adjusted the luminance of the

comparison patch in order to match the lightness of the

standard. (Unlike Experiment 1, however, the compar-

ison patch no longer appeared to be seen through a
transparent layer.) Within each session, observers per-

formed six experimental adjustments for each setting of

standard luminance. Three of these adjustments were

made on displays containing the sinusoidal-gratings

background, and three on displays with the random-dot

texture. The experimental trials were preceded by 12

practice adjustments––one for each of the six values of

standard luminance and the two textures.
3.2.2. Results

The data for the three observers are plotted in Fig.

10. As before, the three curves correspond to matches

made against three different lower-contrast back-

grounds, in order to match the lightness of the same set

of standards.

The data are again linear (mean R2-value of linear
fits¼ 0.972; see Table 2). However, the magnitudes of
the shifts from the identity function y ¼ x are quite small
relative to those observed in Experiment 1 (compare

with Fig. 8). In particular, the values of the fitted slopes

(see Table 2) are now much closer to unity than in

Experiment 1.

Thus, although factoring out transparency does leave

some residual effects (the data curves do not lie perfectly

on the identity function), the results clearly demonstrate
that lightness factors such as simultaneous contrast and



Table 2

Slopes and R2 values for the linear fits to the lightness-matching data in Experiment 2

Observer

O1 O2 O3

â R2 â R2 â R2

0.862 0.979 0.882 0.966 0.836 0.975

0.853 0.985 0.861 0.954 0.851 0.982

0.935 0.980 0.935 0.945 0.920 0.982

The slopes are now much closer to unity than in Experiment 1, indicating that the perceived transformation in lightness in that experiment cannot be

attributed simply to simultaneous contrast or anchoring within local frameworks.
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anchoring cannot, in themselves, explain the shifts ob-

tained in Experiment 1. These shifts are thus indeed

attributable to the visual system’s attempting to ‘dis-

count’ the contributions of an overlying transparent

layer.
4. Directly matching the transparent layer

The results of Experiment 1 indicate that the linear

form of Metelli’s equations captures the perceived

transformation of lightness values due to the presence of

an overlying transparent layer. In particular, the map-

ping from standard luminance values in plain view to

adjusted comparison values through transparency is

linear, and the pattern of slopes is consistent with Me-

telli’s a. These results appear to suggest, therefore, that
Metelli’s equations provide a perceptually valid model

of transparency. Recall, however, that recent results on

transmittance matching contradict this view (Singh &

Anderson, 2002a, see also Robillotto et al., 2002). In

particular, these results demonstrated that Metelli’s a
fails to capture perceived transmittance: Rather than

being determined by the ratio of luminance differences

(as in Metelli’s solution for a, recall Eq. (3)), observers’
transmittance matches are consistent with the ratio of

contrasts––in other words, consistent with ac (recall Eq.
(8)), rather than a.
Applying this result to the three transparency dis-

plays used in Experiment 1 yields the following pre-

diction: Even though lightness matches made through

these three transparent layers yield close-to-identical

slopes (consistent with Metelli’s a), direct matches on
the same three transparent layers should yield three

very different transmittance matches. Specifically,

transmittance matches on the darker layer should yield

systematically higher settings of luminance range than

those on the lighter layer. (Recall that the three trans-

parent layers are defined by the same value of lumi-

nance range––and hence same a––but different

Michelson contrasts––hence different ac’s.) Experiment
3 directly tests this prediction using a transmittance-

matching method employed previously by Singh and

Anderson (2002a).
4.1. Experiment 3

4.1.1. Methods

Observers. The same three observers participated as

in the first two experiments.

Stimuli and apparatus. The stimuli consisted of (i) a

standard transparency display with the same configu-

ration as in Experiment 1 but without the two circular
patches, and (ii) a comparison display located 1.3�
below it. The standard display contained the same dis-

parities and the same set of photometric values as in

Experiment 1––thereby generating the same set of sim-

ulated transparent layers. In particular, the high-con-

trast side had a constant mean luminance of 18.7 cd/m2

and luminance range of 28.7 cd/m2. The lower-contrast

side had a constant luminance range of 14.3 cd/m2; but
could take one of three possible values of mean lumi-

nance 12.9, 18.7, and 24.4 cd/m2. As in Experiment 1,

the ratio of luminance ranges for the three transparent

layers yielded a constant value of a ¼ 0:5; whereas the
ratio of Michelson contrasts yielded three distinct values

of ac, namely, 0.72, 0.5, and 0.38, respectively.
The comparison transparency display had a config-

uration used previously by Singh and Anderson (2002a)
for transmittance matching. It consisted of a large cir-

cular disk (diameter¼ 6.05�) with a high-contrast sinu-
soidal grating, and a smaller lower-contrast disk

(diameter¼ 2.4�) placed in its center (see Fig. 11). The
period and orientation of the gratings were identical to

Experiment 1. The lower-contrast disk was given a near

disparity of 7.25 min of arc, and was perceived as a

transparent disk floating in front of the high-contrast
background. The high-contrast grating had the same

mean luminance (18.7 cd/m2) and luminance range (28.7

cd/m2) as the high-contrast half of the standard display.

The low-contrast center had the same mean luminance

(18.7 cd/m2); but its luminance range was to be adjusted

by the observers. The apparatus and viewing conditions

were identical to the first two experiments.

Procedure. On each trial, the mean luminance of the
lower-contrast side of the standard display was set to

one of the three preset values. Observers adjusted the

luminance range within the central disk of the compar-

ison display in order to match the transmittance of the



Fig. 11. The stereoscopic stimulus configuration used in Experiment 3 for transmittance matching. (Cross fusers should fuse the two right images,

parallel fusers the two left images.) Observers adjusted the luminance range within the central disk of the comparison display (bottom) in order to

match transmittance of the transparent layer in the standard display (top). The standard displays consisted of the same set of transparent layers used

in Experiment 1, with either the grating or the random-dot texture in the background.
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transparent layer in the standard display. Observers

performed adjustments in two sessions. Within each

session, they performed 10 experimental adjustments on

each of the three standard transparent layers. Of these,

five used the sinusoidal-grating background in the

standard display, and five used the random-dot texture

background. These were preceded by six practice
adjustments.
4.1.2. Results

The data for the three observers are plotted in Fig.

12. It is clear from these graphs that observers perceive

the three transparent layers as having very different

transmittances––so that changing the mean luminance

in the region of transparency (while preserving its

luminance range) alters perceived transmittance. Thus,
as in Singh and Anderson (2002a), Metelli’s a––which is
insensitive to mean luminance (see the dashed lines in

Fig. 12)––fails to predict perceived transmittance. As in

Experiment 1, the display in which the region of trans-

parency has the same mean luminance as the back-

ground (the middle data point in each graph) acts as the

baseline for each observer, because a and ac make

identical predictions for this display. Relative to their
matches in this baseline case, observers consistently set a

higher value of luminance range within the comparison

display in order to match the transmittance of the dar-

ker transparent layer (which has higher contrast), and a

lower value to match the transmittance of the lighter

layer (which has lower contrast). Thus, although two of

the observers overestimate the transmittance somewhat,

the pattern of transmittance matches is consistent not
with Metelli’s a, but rather with the relative contrast in
the region of transparency. Importantly, this occurs

despite the fact that Metelli’s a does capture the pattern
of slopes of lightness matches through transparency.

This point is examined more closely in Section 5.
5. Reconciling matches on the transparent and the

underlying surface

The experimental results indicate that Metelli’s
equations capture the pattern of lightness matches

through a transparent layer (Experiment 1)––even

though they fail to capture the perceived transmittance

of the transparent layer itself (Experiment 3; see also

Singh & Anderson, 2002a). As discussed earlier, the

term a plays two roles in Metelli’s model: (i) a is the

slope of the mapping from luminances projected from

surface patches in plain view to luminances projected
from the same patches through a transparent layer; and

(ii) a is the transmittance of the transparent layer. The
results demonstrate that, perceptually speaking, a plays
role (i), but not role (ii). In other words, although the

slope of the mapping from standard luminances in plain

view to adjusted luminances through transparency is

consistent with Metelli’s a, the perceived transmittance
of the transparent layer is not; rather, it is consistent
with ac. Does this entail a lack of internal consistency in
the visual system’s representation of the two layers in

transparency? Or can these two facts be reconciled

quantitatively?

In what follows, we will see that the two sets of results

can in fact be reconciled in a mutually consistent man-

ner. To motivate a reconciliation, consider first a visual

context analogous to the lightness-matching context of
Experiment 1––but involving an illumination change

rather than transparency (e.g., half of the textured

background is under shadow). Because illumination
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in which a and ac make the same prediction (middle data point),

observers set a higher value of luminance range in the comparison

display in order to match the transmittance of the darker filter (left

data point), and a lower value in order to match the transmittance of

the lighter filter (right data point). This pattern of results is thus

consistent with ac, but not with Metelli’s a which predicts the same
match in all three cases (see the dashed lines).
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changes preserve contrast, a natural strategy in per-
forming the lightness matching task is to equate the

contrast of the comparison patch with its background

with the contrast of the standard patch with its back-

ground. Let amax and amin be the peak and trough of the
texture on the side under the default illumination, and

pmax and pmin be the peak and trough of the texture

under shadow. Then, if x is the luminance of the stan-
dard patch, and y is the adjusted luminance of the
comparison, the lightness matches are defined by solu-

tions to the following equations:

y � pmax
y þ pmax

¼ x� amax
xþ amax

; ð9Þ
max min
y � pmin
y þ pmin

¼ x� amin
xþ amin

: ð10Þ

The case of lightness through transparency is similar,
except that contrast is lowered, rather than preserved, in

the region of transparency. Thus, rather than equating

the contrasts of the comparison and standard patches
with their respective backgrounds, the ratio of their

values must be equated to the value of perceived trans-

mittance, ac (which essentially captures the extent of

contrast reduction), i.e.:

y � pmax
y þ pmax

¼ ac
x� amax
xþ amax

� �
; ð11Þ

y � pmin
y þ pmin

¼ ac
x� amin
xþ amin

� �
: ð12Þ

Expanding the expression for ac:

y � pmax
y þ pmax

¼
pmax�pmin
pmaxþpmin
amax�amin
amaxþamin

 !
x� amax
xþ amax

� �
; ð13Þ

y � pmin
y þ pmin

¼
pmax�pmin
pmaxþpmin
amax�amin
amaxþamin

 !
x� amin
xþ amin

� �
; ð14Þ

Simplifying these two equations yields:

ðDxþ SamaxÞy ¼ pmaxðSxþ DamaxÞ; ð15Þ

ðDxþ SaminÞy ¼ pminðSxþ DaminÞ ð16Þ
where

D ¼ amax � amin
amax þ amin

� pmax � pmin
pmax þ pmin

; ð17Þ

S ¼ amax � amin
amax þ amin

þ pmax � pmin
pmax þ pmin

: ð18Þ

are the difference and sum, respectively, of the Michel-

son contrasts. Subtracting Eq. (16) from Eq. (15), gives:

Sðamax � aminÞy ¼ Sðpmax � pminÞxþ Dðamaxpmax � aminpminÞ
ð19Þ

i.e.,

y ¼ pmax � pmin
amax � amin

� �
xþ D

S
amaxpmax � aminpmin

amax � amin

� �

¼ pmax � pmin
amax � amin

� �
xþ amaxpmin � aminpmax

amax � amin

� �
¼ axþ f ð20Þ

But this is precisely Metelli’s equation! (Recall that
a ¼ p�q

a�b and f ¼ aq�bp
a�b ; Eqs. (3) and (7), respectively.) In

other words, performing the lightness matching task by

equating the ratio of Michelson contrasts yields Me-

telli’s equations. This is somewhat surprising, given

that––as we already know––equating the ratio of lumi-

nance ranges also yields Metelli’s equations. That is, the

two equations:

y � pmax ¼
pmax � pmin
amax � amin

� �
ðx� amaxÞ ð21Þ

y � pmin ¼
pmax � pmin
a � a

� �
ðx� aminÞ ð22Þ
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together also yield Metelli’s equation y ¼ axþ f . In-
deed, this is simply a consequence of the fact that the

expression for a––the ratio of luminance ranges––was

derived from Metelli’s equations.

The outcome of this analysis is that, irrespective of

whether the visual system performs the lightness-

through-transparency matches by equating ratios of

luminance differences (consistent with Metelli’s a), or by
equating ratios of contrasts (consistent with ac), it is
forced into the analytically identical solution. This, then,

clarifies why the pattern of lightness matches through

transparency is consistent with Metelli’s equations

(Experiment 1)––even though perceived transmittance is

not predicted by Metelli’s a (Experiment 3). The work in

both cases is really being done by contrast. In the first

case, performing the lightness-matching task by equat-
ing the ratio of Michelson contrasts yields matches that

are analytically identical to those predicted by Metelli’s

equations (with slopes given by a); in the second case, it
yields transmittance matches that deviate systematically

from Metelli’s a––being given instead by the ratio of

contrasts, ac. Thus, the success of Metelli’s equations in
predicting lightness through transparency, as well as

their failure to predict perceived transmittance, can both

be explained in terms of mechanisms whose main cur-

rency is contrast.

5.1. Contrast reduction and contrast normalization

The above analysis also helps resolve a question

posed by Gilchrist and Jacobsen (1983) on veiling

luminance––namely, how can contrast-based mecha-

nisms account for lightness constancy under veiling
luminance, given that veiling luminance lowers, rather

than preserves, contrast? Since veiling luminance is a

fixed luminance increment to a scene, or a portion

thereof, the transformation from luminances in plain

view to luminances under veiling luminance is given

simply by:

p ¼ aþ f ð23Þ

This is essentially Eq. (6) with the value of a set to 1. As
before, let x be the luminance of the standard patch in
plain view, and y be the luminance of the comparison
patch, now through veiling luminance. Then, as in the
case of transparency, if the visual system equates the

ratio of contrasts of the two patches against their

respective backgrounds to the extent of contrast reduc-

tion ac––as in Eqs. (11) and (12)––it would again be led
to the correct solution. (Note that in the case of veiling

luminance, the ratio of contrasts ac ¼ pcontrast
acontrast

simply

equals the inverse ratio of the values mean luminance
amean
pmean

.) Thus, adopting a strategy that explicitly factors in
the extent of contrast reduction produced by the pres-

ence of veiling luminance yields the physically correct

match.
Such ‘factoring in’ of the extent of contrast reduction

may be readily achieved by known mechanisms of

contrast normalization (e.g., Chubb, Sperling, & Solo-

mon, 1989; D’Zmura & Singer, 1999). The role of such

mechanisms in color constancy is of course not a new

suggestion (see, e.g., Brown & MacLeod, 1992;

D’Zmura et al., 2000; Hagedorn & D’Zmura, 2000). The

current results and analysis, however, make two
important points concerning the role of such mecha-

nisms in lightness constancy. First, the large differences

between the results of Experiment 1 and 2 demonstrate

that the operation of these mechanisms is closely tied to

the computation of a layered representation. In partic-

ular, the normalization effects implicit in the above

lightness-matching analysis largely disappeared in

Experiment 2 when the interpretation of transparency
was suppressed (even though the contrasts of the

respective surrounds were preserved). Second, previous

proposals have not explicitly distinguished between

different measures of ‘contrast’ relative to which nor-

malization occurs, and their respective predictions for

lightness or color constancy (e.g., luminance range ver-

sus Michelson contrast in the achromatic domain). This

is most likely because these proposals were made in the
chromatic domain, where the notion of contrast is

substantially more complex. What is novel in the current

analysis, therefore, is the result that analytically identi-

cal matches are predicted irrespective of whether the

visual system performs the normalization using lumi-

nance differences (consistent with Metelli’s solution for

a), or using Michelson contrast (consistent with ac). As
we have seen, this result has important implications for
quantitative models of transparency––in particular, for

reconciling the failure of Metelli’s equations in captur-

ing perceived transmittance with its success in capturing

lightness through transparency.

The analysis also sheds new light on recent results by

Kasrai and Kingdom (2001) who investigated the pre-

cision and accuracy of perceived transparency using

modified versions of Metelli’s displays containing three
background luminances and three luminances in the

region of overlay. On each trial, the three background

luminances and two of the overlay luminances were

fixed. The observers’ task was to adjust the third overlay

luminance in order to generate a percept of transpar-

ency. Kasrai and Kingdom (2001) found that, although

there was a relatively wide range of values that give rise

to a percept of transparency, observers’ adjustments
were well predicted by Metelli’s model. Moreover, a

model based on the ratio of Michelson contrasts––

motivated by Singh and Anderson’s (2002a) transmit-

tance-matching results––also predicted their results

equally well. Although Kasrai and Kingdom did not

comment further on the equivalent success of the two

models, the analysis above makes it clear that it is a

direct consequence of the fact that the two models in
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fact make identical predictions for their task. Even

though their task required observers to generate a per-

cept of homogeneous transparency––not to perform

lightness-through-transparency matching––their predic-

tions for the adjustable patch based on Metelli’s model

were nevertheless derived by equating ratios of lumi-

nance differences, whereas their predictions based on

Singh and Anderson’s model were derived by equating
ratios of Michelson contrasts. As we have seen above,

these two cases generate analytically identical predic-

tions.
6. Discussion

The results of the lightness-through-transparency
experiment (Experiment 1) indicate that when observers

match the lightness of surface patches viewed through

transparency, their matches are consistent with Metelli’s

equations and exhibit a high degree of constancy (96%

for one observer; 78–80% for the other two). In partic-

ular, the perceptual mapping from standard luminances

in plain view to the adjusted luminances through

transparency is linear, and the pattern of slopes is con-
sistent with Metelli’s a. However, consistent with pre-
vious results (Singh & Anderson, 2002a) when observers

directly match the transmittance of these transparent

layers, their matches deviate systematically from Me-

telli’s a, and are predicted instead by the ratio of con-
trasts ac (Experiment 3). Taken together, these results
falsify a basic assumption in Metelli’s model, namely,

that the slope of the linear mapping is quantitatively
equal to the perceived transmittance of the transparent

layer. They also emphasize the fact that, in order to fully

test quantitative models of transparency, it is not suffi-

cient to obtain matches on underlying surface alone, or

on the transparent surface alone. The combination of the

two sets of matches––on both the underlying and the

transparent surface––yields a more complete picture

than was available from looking at either set of matches
in isolation.

Although the visual system’s assignment of surface

attributes to the two layers––the underlying opaque

surface and the overlying transparent surface––initially

appear to be contradictory (with the former, but not the

latter, given by Metelli’s model), formal analysis reveals

a deeper mutual consistency. In particular, both sets of

results can be explained by a model in which ratios of
contrast are primary:

(a) The perceived transmittance of a transparent layer is

computed using the ratio of contrasts, ac.
(b) Lightness matching through transparency is per-

formed by equating the ratio of contrasts of the

standard and comparison patches against their

respective backgrounds, to the value of perceived
transmittance (which, effectively captures the extent

of contrast reduction).

In particular, using the strategy in (b) above––which

is a simple generalization of lightness matching under

a change in illumination––yields predictions that are

analytically identical to those of Metelli’s equations.

Apart from quantitatively reconciling the matching data
on the underlying and overlying surfaces, the analysis

also provides a principled reason for why Metelli’s

equations should provide a perceptually valid model

of lightness through transparency. Researchers have

sometimes expressed surprise (and/or skepticism) con-

cerning why a rather simplistic physical model (namely,

the episcotister setup) should yield perceptually valid

equations. The analysis here provides an independent
principled reason––based on known properties of visual

mechanisms, rather than a physical model––for why this

should be so.

One should bear in mind, though, that the above

result yielding Metelli’s equations for lightness through

transparency was derived using a specific measure of

contrast with respect to which normalization is per-

formed, namely, Michelson contrast. Using Michelson
contrast is certainly reasonable, given that it is a

commonly used measure that is known to do a good

job of capturing apparent contrast for a large class of

textured displays. Moreover, in Singh and Anderson’s

(2002a) study, perceived transmittance was found to

scale systematically with the Michelson contrast in the

region of transparency. However, the physical deter-

minants of apparent contrast constitute a complex and
long-standing problem. In addition to Michelson con-

trast, various other measures of contrast have been

proposed (e.g., RMS contrast, ratio contrast, Whittle

contrast, King-Smith and Kulikowski contrast) and,

unfortunately, no one measure is known to capture

apparent contrast universally (see, e.g., Moulden,

Kingdom, & Gatley, 1990; Peli, 1997). Indeed, in a

recent study, Robillotto et al. (2002) found that al-
though perceived transmittance scaled with the per-

ceived contrast in the region of transparency, none of

the standard measures of contrast could adequately

capture perceived contrast for their displays (which

contained complex and variegated textures). In such

cases––assuming perfect internal consistency in the vi-

sual system’s representation of the transparent and the

underlying surface––an intriguing prediction is raised,
namely, that lightness through transparency would be

determined by Metelli’s equations only to the extent

that Michelson contrast predicts perceived transmit-

tance of the transparent layer. In other words, if a

different measure of contrast is appropriate, then an

analysis completely analogous to the one above (Eqs.

(11)–(20)) would yield alternate predictions for light-

ness-through-transparency matches––which may or
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may not correspond precisely to Metelli’s equations.

What the analysis above shows is that using either

Michelson contrast or luminance differences predicts

lightness matches that are, in fact, analytically identical

to Metelli’s equations. Finally, it should be noted that

there are contexts––for example, when a partially-

transmissive surface contains a light-scattering compo-

nent that produces image blur (Singh & Anderson,
2002b), or a specular component––where the assign-

ment of perceived transmittance becomes considerably

more complicated. Lightness constancy through trans-

parency for such cases, and its link to the perceived

surface properties of the partially-transmissive layer,

have yet to be systematically investigated.
7. Conclusions

When matching the lightness of surface patches seen

through transparency, observers’ matches are consistent

with Metelli’s equations: the mapping from standard

luminance values (in plain view) to comparison lumi-

nance values (through transparency) is linear, and the

pattern of slopes is consistent with Metelli’s a. However,
when matching the transmittance of the transparent

layer itself, observers’ matches deviate systematically

from the predictions of Metelli’s a, and are consistent
instead with the ratio of contrasts ac. Although these

two sets of results appear to be contradictory, the

analysis presented here demonstrates that both results

can in fact be explained by a model based on the ratio-

of-contrasts. This indicates that the ratio-of-contrasts
model is primary as a perceptual model of transparency.

The partial success of Metelli’s model, on the other

hand, may be epiphenomenal––being a by-product of

the fact that its predictions for lightness through trans-

parency happen to converge with those of the ratio-of-

contrasts model.
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